CESL Evening Program

Potential Schedule of English classes
Fall I, 2016
General English: These classes combine all four language skills: speaking, listening,
reading, and writing while focusing on grammar structures, vocabulary building and
pronunciation. Depending on enrollment, three levels are usually offered: beginner,
intermediate, and advanced.

Pronunciation: This intermediate-level course is for students who want to learn
American English pronunciation through intensive practice. Course goals include
increasing accuracy in reception and production, reducing accent, analyzing the sounds
of American English, and developing phonemic discrimination skills.

Conversation: This intermediate-level course is for students who want to develop their
knowledge and use of spoken English. It focuses on all the factors that play a role in
casual conversation, including pronunciation, slang, idioms, and colloquial language. It
also focuses on popular topics that reflect Americans’ cultural interests.

 Tuesday & Thursday
 6:00-8:00 pm
 Proficiency Requirement:
- Varies by class
 Monday & Wednesday
 Time: 6:00-8:00 pm
 Proficiency Requirement:
- IEP level 4 / placement
 Monday & Wednesday
 6:00-8:00 pm
 Proficiency Requirement:
- IEP level 5 / placement

writing, reading, speaking, and listening skills needed to be successful on the TOEFL test.
Students will expand their existing language knowledge and skills through a focus on
vocabulary, grammar, rhetorical forms, as well as test-taking strategies.

 Monday & Wednesday
 6:00-8:00 pm
 Proficiency Requirement:
- IEP level 6 / placement

Advanced Grammar: This advanced-level ESL course is designed for students who want
to master complex grammatical structures used in writing and speaking both in
professional and academic settings through the identification of grammatical errors and
the development of editing skills.

 Tuesday & Thursday
 6:00-8:00pm
 Proficiency Requirement:
- IEP level 6 / placement

TOEFL Preparation: This advanced-level course focuses on the development of the

How to Apply
1. Speak to the Evening
Program coordinator about
the best classes for you.
2. Submit application, proof of
MMR and payment to CESL
Office 101 (8:00 to 5:00).
3. Take the placement exam.
4. Begin classes.
5. Buy a book, if needed.

Tuition & Fees
$ 270: One class tuition
$ 30: Application fee
$ 20: Technology fee
$ 320: Total
*Cost of textbooks is
around $55.00 per book.
Some books can be used
for more than one session.

Discounts
 Early Bird: 10% off tuition if
you pay by Friday, July 15th
2016.
 UA Affiliate: 10% off tuition
if you show your CatCard by
Friday, August 19th, 2016.
* Discounts may not be
combined and apply only to
tuition.

Important dates
Apply by:
- Friday, August 19th, 2016
Placement exam:
- August, Wednesday 17th or
Thursday 18th at 5:00 pm in
the lab, CESL room 210
Classes dates:
- August 22nd to October 12th

If you have questions about these classes, talk to Mariana Menchola-Blanco, Evening Program Coordinator,
in Room 200 or call 520-626-3588. You can also visit our website: cesl.arizona.edu/evening.

